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Connections
Save the Date for Barker’s
Birthday Celebration!

B

Senator Mary Landrieu, a leader in
adoption advocacy, will inspire the
audience with her remarks.

arker is celebrating its 70th
Anniversary! The entire Barker
community is invited to attend
the 70th Anniversary Benefit Gala,
“Celebrating A Lasting Legacy,” to
be held Saturday evening, March
5th at the beautiful National
Museum of Women in the Arts.
Senator Mary Landrieu will
serve as the guest speaker for the
festive event, which will feature a
silent auction and cocktails amidst
the gorgeous art of the museum’s
galleries, a seated dinner for an
expected 350 guests in the Great
Hall, cameo appearances by 3–4
Barker adoptees who will share
their adoption stories, remarks by
Executive Director Marilyn Regier,
and a specially created video slide
show sure to touch hearts. Barker
parent, Steve Inskeep, of NPR’s
Morning Edition, will serve as host
for the evening’s program. The gala
will give Barker families and friends

the chance to meet, reconnect
and support Barker’s longstanding
legacy of seven decades of building
families and changing lives.
Benefit co-chairs Rachel
Firschein, Maureen Golden, and
Mary Jaffe are putting together
a great team comprised of past
volunteers and new talent. Many
hands are needed, some in the
early stages of planning, some in
the middle, and still others on the
day of the event. If you can help
with the auction, publicity, decorations, invitations, sponsorships, or
site arrangements, please contact
Courtney DeLucia at Barker,
cdelucia@barkerfoundation.org or
301-664-9664.
The National Museum of
Women in the Arts is the only
major museum in the world solely
dedicated to recognizing women’s
creative contributions by bringing
to light remarkable women artists

Guests will dine in the magnificent Great Hall.

of the past while also promoting the
best women artists working today,
thereby assuring great women artists a place of honor now and into
the future.
Now 70 years strong, Barker’s
outstanding legacy of providing
lifelong services to all those whose
lives have been touched by adoption will be recognized, celebrated,
and assured at the 70th Anniversary
Benefit Gala, whose proceeds will
ensure Barker’s mission now and for
future generations. n

FROM THE

Executive Director and CEO

How quickly the years
speed by! Once again
we are at a milestone
five-year anniversary,
celebrating the enduring mission of our 70-yearold agency. Our culminating event will be the
Gala at the National Museum of Women in the
Arts on March 5, 2016. I hope you will join us
to celebrate our remarkably resilient organization! Many of your families have been shaped

in life-changing ways by Barker, and so many of
you have also played key roles in the organization’s history. Indeed, it is your stewardship,
tenacity, generosity, and love – emanating from
a belief in our core mission – that has enabled
The Barker Adoption Foundation to grow and
flourish, adapt to challenges, and push forward
to meet the needs of children and families. I
am honored to be a part of an agency that is
ethical, vibrant, and still passionate about its

mission after 70 years. Let us use the occasion
of our anniversary to recommit ourselves to the
belief that a compassionate society supports
ethical adoption as a vital part of its child welfare
practice.

Third Annual “Barker Goes Nats!” Event

I

n what has now become a new
summer tradition, The Barker
Adoption Foundation hosted the
third annual “Barker Goes Nats!” at
Nationals stadium on June 7, 2015.
The Washington Nationals may not
have beaten the Chicago Cubs, but
it was still a winning day for Barker
as 325 guests filled nine “party
suites” to watch the game and support the agency’s ethical adoption
services.
Once again, The Barker
Adoption Foundation was awarded
the Nationals’ “Spirit Award” in
recognition of its unwavering commitment to supporting children and
building families through adoption
in the Washington, D.C., area.
Barker’s name was displayed on
the Jumbotron as the Nats’ mascot,
Screech, cheered along with Barker
representatives, including: Hope
Dennis and her mother Megan;

John Freeman and his granddaughter Makenzee; and, Alexander
Washington and his father Adrian.
Hope Dennis – dressed as the
ultimate Superfan in Nats’ gear from
head to toe – was selected by the
head umpire to go to home plate
and review the line-up for the game.
Hope got to meet and shake hands
with the third base coach for the
Nats and the Cubs manager as well
as the other umpires. As her mother
Megan said, “It was a thrill for her
to be on the field for the Spirit
Award and an even greater thrill to
be able to stand on homeplate right
before the game began! She was on
Cloud 9 for days!”
Thanks to the generosity of 37
corporate and individual sponsors,
this third annual event raised over
$145,000 to provide critical support
for Barker’s operational costs and
programs, including: pregnancy

A special father-daughter outing
to the ballpark for Scott and
Grace Williams.

Sela Betz, daughter of international
team member Betty Betz, joins the
Barker crew for the game.
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counseling, “cradle care,” international adoption, domestic infant
adoption, older child foster youth
adoption, and post-adoption
services. This sold-out event is
Barker’s largest fundraising event of

the year and we remain grateful to
all the sponsors and families who
supported it.
Stay tuned for dates and information on purchasing tickets for
next year’s event at Nats stadium. n

Alison Larkin to Keynote at Annual Conference

T

he 2016 Barker Adoption and
Foster Care Conference will
feature Alison Larkin, back by popular request, as the keynote speaker.
Under the conference theme,
“Adoptive Parenting: A Complex
Privilege,” Alison will keynote on
“Parenthood? Me? You’ve Got to
be Kidding!” Previously appearing
at our conference in 2009, Alison
was adopted by British parents
via the Barker Foundation and
raised in England and Africa. She is
now an internationally acclaimed
comedienne, keynote speaker,
award winning audiobook narrator, the mother of two teenagers
and the bestselling author of The
English American, a novel. Based

Alison Larkin will keynote the
2016 conference.

on the true story of her adoption by
British parents and re-union with
her all-American birth parents 28
years later, The English American
grew out of Alison’s hit one woman
show on the subject and is currently
under development to be turned
into a TV series.
In 2012 Alison won the Audiofile
Earphones Award for her narration
of The English American and the
Best Non-Fiction of the Year award
for her narration of Bee Wilson’s
Consider the Fork. Since then she
has narrated over 100 audiobooks
from her recording studio in the
Berkshires, Massachusetts.
Always a witty and original
voice, Alison is thrilled to be

bringing the British classics to a
new American audience in a fun
and accessible way. Following the
runaway success of her stunning
renditions of Jane Austen’s Pride
and Prejudice and Emma – the
200th anniversary audio editions
and Alice in Wonderland and
Through the Looking Glass by Lewis
Carroll – the 150th anniversary
audio edition, with cover illustrations by New Yorker cartoonist
William Hamilton, Alison’s
recording of Agatha Christie’s The
Secret Adversary will be released in
September 2015.
Barker is pleased to reprise such
a talented Barker adult adoptee, and
we urge everyone to save the date. n

Two Barker Traditions:
The Annual Conference & The Annual Meeting

At the 2015 Annual Conference, Micaela Pereira, award-winning anchor
for CNN’s morning show, New Day, delivered the Keynote Address – “A
Journey to Find My Roots – and Family Redefined.” Beyond her broadcasting achievements, Pereira is active in community organizations working
with at-risk children and teens. The story of her personal journey moved
the 350 conference attendees to laughter and tears. A young member of the
Barker family, Jordan Smithgall, delighted Micaela with a presentation bouquet, while she and Micaela compared curly locks! Following her inspiring
address and Q&A session, Michaela was honored at a reception.

At the Annual Meeting, Gary Rappaport, Recipient of the Richard B. Barker
Award, receives congratulations from John Freeman, Incoming Board Chair,
and Marilyn Regier, Executive Director & CEO. Gary successfully led the
agency in new strategic goals, and over the course of almost a decade, held
numerous Board offices, including Development Chair, Treasurer, ViceChair, and Chair. He will now serve as Immediate Past Chair. His award
reads “The Richard B. Barker Award Presented to GARY D. RAPPAPORT In
recognition of his generosity of spirit and strong sense of social responsibility. His strategic vision and exceptional executive skills enabled him to set
Barker on a strong path for future generations. THE BARKER ADOPTION
FOUNDATION May 12, 2015.” Over 100 individuals attended the Annual
Meeting, which included election of Board officers, and a panel of parents
speaking on The Changing Paradigm in Adoption: from Adopting the Baby
You Want, to Adopting the Child Who Needs You.
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Drumroll, please… Introducing the All-New Barker Website!

W

e are delighted to share the
results of our latest exciting
project: the new Barker Adoption
Foundation website, located at
the same website address, www.
BarkerAdoptionFoundation.org.
The motivation for a new site
was both practical and missiondriven. First, Barker’s last website
was not optimized for today’s
consumer and search engine
requirements. Google, in fact, now
penalizes any site that isn’t mobilefriendly, or designed for use on a
smartphone or tablet, because users
now spend more time accessing the
internet via mobile devices than a
fixed ones (desktop/laptop).
The second reason was much
more aligned with Barker’s vision
to serve as a role model in ethical
adoption practices. The simple
and sad truth is that the internet
economy has spawned a number of
opportunistic, internet and marketing savvy businesses that profit from
the vulnerabilities of others, preying
particularly upon expectant birth
parents and prospective adoptive
parents. Being a leader in ethical
adoption practices, Barker could
not only deliver exceptional faceto-face services, but it could also
improve its digital game, making
sure prospective clients, researching
adoption, would be able to find
Barker online.
Barker was awarded generous
funding support from both the
Cafritz and Meyer Foundations and

set out to create a site that engages
each visitor personally, wherever
they are on their adoption journey.
With so many different clients and
needs – from the expectant mother,
to the adult adoptee, to the new
adoptive parents, to the foster care
case worker – the team knew a
one-size-fits-all, static “brochure”
website would never effectively
communicate all that Barker has
to offer. Instead, we felt that to be
successful, the site had to measure
up to the level of professional,
dedicated service we at Barker hold
ourselves accountable to deliver
to every client, every day. Website
visitors should feel welcome,
understood and well-informed just
as if they walked through the doors
of Barker.
So with the tremendous help of
some wonderful partners (including: website developer, Confluence
Corp, video producer, Mission Man
Media, video graphics producer,
Discovery Communications’
“Creating Change” team, translator,
Carolina Kenrick, and, of course,
our extensive network of Barker
family photography “stringers”), and
a fully engaged Team Barker adding
this project to their already full-time
“day jobs,” we created a powerful,
new communications tool.
There are a number of new features worth noting. These include:
“User-based” navigation that
allows users to easily find the most
relevant paths for travel through the

site to locate the content that best
fits their needs. This includes offering our pregnancy counseling in
both English and Spanish, addressing a need we saw in working with
this audience.
Newly created testimonial-type
videos that serve to answer key
questions about adoption from
those who have been there. We’ve
posted many on the website and
also created a dedicated YouTube
Channel. We deeply appreciate the
Barker birth parents and adoptive
parents who shared their stories,
and volunteered their time, in support of this effort.
A blog to help keep the
website relevant and newsworthy.
This forum will allow us to share
everything from awards, news,
and event coverage to guest posts
from Barker families, subject matter
expertise on key topics in adoption,
and the great articles that reinforce
our ethical adoption approach.
Real photos from the Barker
community. These photos not only
further differentiate Barker and add

a level of authenticity unmatched
by our competitors, but have also
been very fun to receive and share!
Please continue to send photos to
Courtney Delucia at cdelucia@
barkerfoundation.org.
True Mobile flexibility because
for most of our on-the-go clients,
the computing device they are most
often using is the one they carry
with them.
And finally, the new website
includes a number of popular
features from the last website, but
shared in an improved way, including, extensive adoption information
and resources, a robust calendar
of events and workshops, and the
ability to make online donations.
Please check it out and let
us know what you think (info@
barkerfoundation.org)! We’d also be
very grateful if you shared the new
website across your favorite social
media channels and/or email, as it
will truly help us get the word out
to all those who may be interested.
Thank you! n

Congratulations to Our New Adoptive Families
Scott & Melissa welcomed Cora
Jonathan & Jennifer welcomed Lillian
Roger & Judy welcomed Benjamin
Charles & Kelly welcomed Caleb
Phillip & Susan welcomed Mia
Jason & Kimberly welcomed Katie
Keith & Heather welcomed Autumn
Oscar & Lina welcomed Martin
Kevan & Elaine welcomed Maria
and Giovana
Varun & Valerie welcomed Mira
Dipesh & Lakshmi welcomed Neil
Stephen & Catherine welcomed Matthew
Christopher & Sarah welcomed Hannah
Eric & Sarah welcomed Elliott

Jonathan & Kelly welcomed Alexandra
Greg & Nancy welcomed Frances
Timothy & Jennifer welcomed Franchesca,
Angie, Katherine, and Pamela
Maulin & Jonnee welcomed Rama
Matthew & Amy welcomed Bao
Stephen & Kristen welcomed Olivia
Phil & Ann welcomed Lucas
Seetaram & Sreedevi welcomed Ganesh
Marco & Anja welcomed Mariana
and Jose
Dave and Mary welcomed June
Michael and Brenda welcomed Lucas
Todd & Daaiyah welcomed Arianna
Liz & Candace welcomed Ian
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Travis & Andrea welcomed Caleb
Joseph & Janis welcomed Siena
Greg & Meighan welcomed Isaac
Greg & Chuck welcomed Avi
Lisa welcomed Addison
Ryan & Andrea welcomed Carson
Chris & Elizabeth welcomed Frances
Brian & Will welcomed Hazel
Kyle & Jackie welcomed Dylan
Todd & Terry welcomed Lucas
Mike & Julia welcomed Grace
Dan & Yuko welcomed Tai
Rachel welcomed Kirby
Harvey & Nicole welcomed Corrine
Greg & Gretchen welcomed Oliver

Armstead & Lisa welcomed Evan
Lee welcomed Kyle
Heidi and Sam welcomed Sky and Gauge
Alicia and Michael welcomed Nala
Leah welcomed Kyle and Brock
Debra welcomed Maria
Jose and John welcomed Damascio
Merideth and Seth welcomed Ryan,
Camron, Jasmine and Kaden
Eric and Erin welcomed Lorraine
Kazuaki and Jeana welcomed Asia
Wendy and John welcomed Weslie
Eric and Beth welcomed Delicia
Liz and David welcomed K’Lee,
Samual and Joshua

Sharing the Needs of
Foster Care Youth

T

he United States is currently facing a crisis, a crisis that is often
not being discussed in the media,
during presidential debates, or in
conversations at the local coffee
shop. In our country we currently
have over 400,000 children in the
foster care system. Over 100,000
of these children are legally free
for adoption, and it is estimated
that approximately 22,000 of these
children age out of the foster care
system every year without a family.
The children are among the most
vulnerable youth in America, and
we see it as our responsibility to
help find families for them.
In 2005, the Barker Adoption
Foundation launched Project Wait
No Longer (PWNL), a program
designed to find loving adoptive
families for the many older children
currently in foster care with no
permanency plan. Since its inception, PWNL has placed almost 100
children into pre-adoptive families,
with many of them moving forward
to finalize their adoptions. We are
proud of what we have achieved,
but know that there is much work to
be done as we continue to address
this national crisis. Astoundingly,
approximately 1,200 children enter
foster care every day. While most
of the children will return home to
their birth families, for the others,
entry into the system marks the
beginning of a very uncertain future.
The solution to this problem is that
we need to find more families willing and well prepared to adopt older
children with a history of trauma.
In 2012 PWNL launched a
community outreach plan to help
recruit, train and license families
who are well prepared to adopt
older children from the foster care
system. The goals of this campaign
are to:
■■ Educate the public about the
number of waiting children in
the US
■■ Educate the public about the
needs of the children who wait
■■ Address the myths and misconceptions of foster care adoption

■■ Build

community partnerships
locally and nationally to help
increase the number of older
child adoptions from foster care
■■ Increase the number of families
participating in older child adoption training
■■ Increase the number of families
licensed to adopt older children
■■ Increase the number of older
children being placed through
PWNL
Since implementation of the
plan, PWNL has participated in hundreds of community events, including community fairs, corporate
health fairs, faith-based conferences,
and school events. PWNL has also
increased advertising efforts in local
newspapers and on the web. PWNL
has partnered with organizations
such as Rainbow Families, The
Tinina Q. Cade Foundation, and
local faith-based organizations to
share information about older child
adoption. As a result, the program
has seen a 30% increase in the size
of parent training classes, as well as
increased placement numbers in the
program.
Even so, we know that for every
child adopted through PWNL,
thousands of children continue to
wait for a family.
So how can you help? While
our efforts have resulted in positive
outcomes, we have a long way to
go, and know that with the help of
our entire Barker community we can
make even more progress. Many of
our PWNL families initially learned
about us from individuals who
had adopted through other Barker
programs, and we take great pride
in knowing that all of the members
of our community are committed
to helping us find loving families for
older, waiting children.
Here are a few ways that you
can help! We would be happy to
provide any speakers, refreshments
and written material needed for any
of the following events:
■■ Host an adoption “lunch & learn”
at your workplace

Surina Amin, Barker social worker and outreach specialist, frequently
appears at special events on behalf of waiting children. Here she
presents at the Department of Homeland Security Health Fair this year in
Washington DC.
■■ Invite

PWNL staff to share information at your next PTA meeting
■■ Connect PWNL to your local
house of worship so that we
can provide a workshop, do a
presentation or set up an information table in your lobby
■■ Drop off PWNL brochures at
your doctor’s office, nail/hair
salon, or workplace
■■ Post PWNL flyers at your local
grocery store, coffee shop,
library, or yoga studio

■■ Connect

PWNL to your local
community events, festivals, and
fairs

The Barker community is
strong, and we are confident that
with your help we can find even
more loving families for the waiting
children in our country. For more
information about ways to get
involved with Project Wait No
Longer’s outreach campaign, please
contact Surina Amin at samin@
barkerfoundation.org. n

-With Sympathy We extend our heartfelt condolences to families who mourn the loss of the
following loved ones:
Phyllis Rappaport, 9-23-2014 at the age of 85, cherished mother of former
Board Chair, Gary (Daphne) Rappaport
Anita H. Pilgreen, 12-27-2014 at the age of 89, mother of Michelle (Randy)
Williams, grandmother of Taylor
Hongtao Ji, 3-7-2015, at the age of 84, father of International Program Director,
Tina Ji (Joshua), grandfather of Emma and Aiden
Michelle Costello Howard, 5-2-2015, at the age of 40, beloved Barker social
worker and wife of Daniel, mother of Nate and Allie
Judith Ann Mayes, 5-18-2015, at the age of 70, mother of Development
Director, Heather Mayes (Joe) Gleason, grandmother of Josie and Ian
Ann Wiernicki, 6-11-2015, at the age of 82, mother of Attorney Peter
(Katherine) Wiernicki
John Wiernicki, 7-17-2015, at the age of 89, father of Attorney Peter (Katherine)
Wiernicki
Donald Niemann, 7-25-2015, at the age of 90, father of International Family
Specialist, Eliza Niemann (Brad), grandfather of Ellie
Bernard Leon Gilbert, 8-2-2015, at the age of 96, father of Barbara Donesky
(Dwight)
Daniel Sprague, 8-29-2015, at the age of 49, beloved husband of Joanne and
father of Luke
Our hearts are with these Barker families and Barker staff who have lost
precious loved ones. We also express our gratitude to those who named The
Barker Adoption Foundation as recipients of memorial gifts.
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The 2015 Colombia
Homeland Tour: One
Parent’s Perspective
By Scott Otteman

S

even young men and women
and their families returned to
Colombia this summer to visit their
orphanage of origin, learn about
the circumstances of their adoption, and experience their birth
country’s rich culture and history.
The weeklong Colombia Homeland
Tour, organized and guided by the
Barker Adoption Foundation in June
2015, was an emotional, growthprovoking experience for adoptees
and parents alike. As an adoptive
parent, I know I will treasure the
trip as a family highlight for years to
come.
The adoptees in our group
ranged in age from 12 to 21, and
hailed from Washington State,
Nebraska, Ohio, Virginia and
Washington, DC. Barker Associate
Director Sue Hollar and former
International Program Coordinator
(now retired) Carolina Kenrick
led the trip. They, along with Sam
Kellogg – a Boston-based social
worker who also happens to be
a Colombia adoptee – provided
ample counseling and guidance to
our kids, with nightly adoptee-only
discussion sessions to help process
their reactions to each day’s experience and prepare them for the next
day’s adventure.
We were greeted at the Bogotá
airport Saturday evening by Maria
Teresa de Perez, Barker’s longtime
in-country representative, who
years ago had steered several of
us through the Colombian legal
system to finalize our adoptions. On
Sunday, the first full day of the tour,
she took our group of 20 by comfy
bus to Bogotá’s Usaquen neighborhood, where an upscale flea market
takes place each weekend. Exquisite
handicrafts, modern artwork, live
performance art, musical acts and
bookstands stretched for several
blocks around a central plaza. For
our son, however, the afternoon’s
highlight was joining the passionate

crowd of 400-plus that gathered
in that central plaza to watch
Colombia’s national soccer team
take on Peru in a key match of the
Copa América tournament. Yellow
team jerseys abounded, and the
crowd oohed and ahhed with every
shot on goal, forging an impressive
memory for our soccer-playing son.
Monday was the first of two
days reserved for visiting FANA
(Fundación para la Adopción de la
Niñez Abandonada), the orphanage
with which Barker has maintained
links and supported adoptions for
more than 40 years. FANA Director
Elena Martínez welcomed our
group with a warm heart and open
arms. We toured the entire spacious
facility, which remains spic and
span and hosts a range of innovative
programs to nurture, educate and
entertain both orphans and local
preschoolers. Pictures of FANA
“graduates” and their adoptive families from across Europe and the U.S.
cover nearly every available wall,
and many of us scanned all surfaces
for the photos we’d sent back.
After the tour, each family had
the opportunity to learn more
about the circumstances of their
child’s adoption, to the extent
allowed by Colombian law. FANA
Administrative Director Maria Teresa
Maldonado passed along what
information she could, depending
on the child’s age. As was to be
expected, this experience proved
very emotional and meaningful for
parents and children alike. While
some kids reacted more demonstratively than others, all seemed
eager and willing to share the basic
facts they’d uncovered about their
personal story.
That evening we all gathered
in a common room at the hotel to
prepare for the next day, which I
think most would agree turned out
to be the tour’s emotional pinnacle.
We would be returning to FANA to
meet with expectant mothers who
were staying at the in-house Hogar
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Tour participants gather on the steps of FANA.

Margarita residence as they waited
to give birth and decide whether to
place their children for adoption.
We also would get a chance to play
with the FANA kids. With Barker’s
encouragement, all our families
had brought small gifts for both
the mothers and the children. So
we spent Tuesday night’s session
watching (mostly) our boys and
girls happily create and decorate
gift baskets filled with the mothers’
presents – a colorful collection of
useful items like shampoo, hairclips,
necklaces and scarves.
As we’d been forewarned,
meeting with the expectant mothers
brought emotions and tears quickly
to the surface, especially for some
of us adults. With context-sensitive
translation provided by Hogar
Margarita Director María Lucia
Martínez, we sat in a big, informal
circle in FANA’s spacious auditorium. Each person had a chance
to introduce him or herself, and
most took the opportunity to salute
the young mothers-to-be for their
bravery in facing up to the hard
choices they confront for their
child and themselves. After the
mothers said a few words about
themselves, we got to answer their
questions – about why we had
adopted in Colombia instead of our
own country, the types of values
we’ve instilled in our kids, American
culture, etc. I was very impressed by
the maturity displayed by our kids,
most of whom spoke up to express
gratitude and encouragement to the
expectant moms.
After a delicious lunch featuring
ajiaco, a potato, corn, avocado and
capers soup, the afternoon ushered
in playtime with the orphans and
local preschoolers. FANA has a

sprawling, fenced-in backyard, and
within minutes there was activity
in all corners, as our group was
overwhelmed by eager, energetic
youngsters, ages 5–13. For the
next two hours, a joyous carnival
of soccer mania, football tossing,
wrestling, bubble blowing, face –
and body-painting, photo- and
video-taking, and Spanish-English
semi-communicating exploded
around us. Few escaped unscathed
or untouched, as smiles and squeals
of joy permeated the grounds. A
memorable afternoon, to say the
least.
From Wednesday through Friday
the tour took us to more traditionally touristy cultural and historical
landmarks in and around Bogotá.
We marveled at the magnificent
paintings and sculptures made and
collected by famed Colombian
artist Fernando Botero at the Botero
Museum in the funky La Candelaria
neighborhood. We toured Casa
Nariño, the opulent presidential
palace, which hosts loads of history
as well as major works of art and
period furniture. We traveled deep
into the nearby Nemocon salt mine
to learn about local geography and
geology, optical illusions, miners’
struggles, and the mine’s role as the
set for the just-released Spanishlanguage film “Los 33,” about the
Chilean miners trapped for weeks
below the surface in the mid-2000’s.
And we made our way through
Bogotá’s world-famous Gold
Museum so see and hear about
some of the 36,000 pre-Columbian
gold pieces on display.
A farewell dinner at a delightful upscale restaurant was made
extra special by the presence of
several long-time FANA staff and

the simultaneous televising of the
Copa América soccer semi-final
between Colombia and Argentina,
which had the place rocking with
cheers and moans to the bitter
(unfortunately) end.
By the trip’s conclusion, the
families – especially the adoptees – had gotten to know each
other very well. We were a diverse
group of adults: pastor, psychiatrist, interpreter, homemaker,
journalist, university professor,
government contractor, dancer,
among others. But that rich mix
of life experience, combined with
our strong common interest in
the kids’ well-being, made for
entertaining and meaningful bus
and dinner conversations. That
many in the group already spoke
Spanish well, or were interested in
learning it better, also added depth
to the experience.
Perhaps one of the most
important benefits offered by
Barker’s Colombia Homeland
Tour, in my view, was the opportunity for our son to experience the
return to Colombia – his country
of origin – with peers who were
simultaneously encountering the
same reality. Experiencing the
return with other adolescents
who look, dress and talk like you,
share many of your U.S. cultural
references, and yet are “in the
same boat” and also curious about
their Colombian roots, seemed
to ease the typical teenage
reluctance about participating
whole-heartedly in every aspect of
the trip. Also helpful to teen (and
adult) engagement was Barker’s
no-cellphone guideline, which
encouraged old-fashioned conversation, magic tricks, game-playing,
music jams and ant-eating dares.
As a result, I’m hopeful that
the unique bonds established
and deepened on the tour can be
maintained going forward, as our
young adults continue to mature
and seek to explore both their U.S.
and their Colombian heritage. n
Barker is making plans for a June
2016 Colombia Homeland Tour.
Please contact Sue Hollar at
shollar@barkerfoundation.org for
more information.

Barker in The Community

F

ollowing a May 17th performance of Tanya Barfield’s The
Call at Theater J, Beverly Clarke,
Director of Barker’s Project Wait
No Longer; Barbara Collura,
President and CEO of Resolve: The
National Infertility Association; Dr.
Shruti Malik of the Shady Grove
Fertility Clinic, and moderator/
Acting Artistic Director, Shirley
Serotsky were featured in a
post – show discussion entitled –
“Bridging Identity: A Look at
Transracial and Transcultural
Adoption.” The featured play
centered around a couple who
is considering transracial adoption. Molly Winston, Community
Outreach and Creative Director of
Theater J, described The Call as “a
startling portrait of cultural divide,
casting global issues into the heart
of an American home.” The play
provided a good foundation for

further conversation about the
realities of transracial adoption.
Beverly shared: “It was a
wonderful opportunity to be in the
community having candid conversations about transracial adoption.
For some, the information was new,
while for others, the panel offered
affirmation about information they
already had. It was an honor to

participate in this event, and it continues to be a source of inspiration
that Barker is serving as a leader in
the adoption community, providing
education on these important subjects.” The Barker staff would like to
thank Barker community member
Rachel Firschein for connecting
us with the staff at Theatre J, who
hosted this educational event. n

Coming Post-Adoption Events
Barker Book Club
Barker is excited to introduce its
new Barker Book Club! The club is
open to all members of the adoption circle – or anyone interested in
adoption – and will be facilitated
by Varda Makovsky, the Director of
Family and Post-Adoption Services.
Each meeting will focus on a
different adoption-themed book
and include a presentation, group
discussion, and refreshments.
The next meeting will take place
on Wednesday evening, November
18th at 7:00 PM and focus on the
book Ithaka: A Daughter’s Memoir
of Being Found by Sarah Saffian.
The Book Club’s complete schedule
and book list can be found on
Barker’s website, and participants
can register online for individual
sessions.

Teen Connections
Calling all teens in high school! This
year’s Teen Connections program
will take place on Saturday, January
9, at the 4H Center in Chevy Chase,

Maryland. This full day program
for high school students provides a
unique opportunity to connect with
other adopted teens, participate in
dynamic workshops, and engage in
fun indoor and outdoor activities
(weather permitting). The teens
will also have the opportunity to
participate in a community service
project and earn service credits for
their respective schools.

Special presentation and
book signing!
Please join us at Barker’s Bethesda
office on Sunday, November
15, 3:00–5:00 PM, for a special
presentation and book signing by
Rhonda Roorda. Ms. Roorda, a
highly regarded national speaker on
transracial adoption, who herself
was adopted into a white family,
was co-author with Rita Simon,
of a landmark trilogy of books on
transracial adoption. Ms. Roorda
will be talking about her new book,
“In Their Voices: Black Americans
on Transracial Adoption.”

For more information on the above
programs, please visit the Barker
website at www.barkerfoundation.
org, or contact Varda Makovsky,
Director of Family and Post
Adoption Programs at 301-6649664 or by email at vmakovsky@
barkerfoundation.org. n
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Save the Date

Transracial Parenting: Adult Adoptees Reflect on their Experiences – Thurs., Oct. 29, 7–9 PM, Maryland Office
PRIDE after Placement Training – Friday, Nov. 13, 6:30 PM, Bethesda office. For more information or to register,
contact Anna Beers at abeers@barkerfoundation.org
Rhonda Roorda Discussion and Book Signing – Sunday, Nov. 15, 3–5 PM, Maryland Office
Fall Kids’ Groups – Saturdays, Nov. 21 and Dec. 5th. Grades 1–2: 10:30 AM–12 noon; Grades 3–5: 1:00 PM–2:45 PM, Maryland Office
Barnes & Noble National Adoption Day Story Time – Saturday, Nov. 21, 10 AM–12 PM, Bethesda Store
Teen Connections – Saturday, January 9, 2016, 8:30 AM–5:00 PM at the National 4-H Youth Conference Center in Chevy Chase, Maryland
Seventieth Anniversary Gala – Saturday, March 5, 6:30 PM, National Museum of Women in the Arts, Washington, DC
Annual Adoption and Foster Care Conference – Saturday, March 19, 2016, 9 AM–4:30 PM, The Universities at Shady Grove
Conference Center, Rockville, Maryland

Ongoing Events
Open Adoption Discussion Group – 1st Thursday of month, 7:00–9:00 PM, Maryland Office
Birth Parent Support Group – 2nd Thursday of month, 7 PM, Maryland Office
Older Child Adoption Support Group – 2nd Wednesday of month, 6:30 PM, Maryland Office
Adopted Persons’ Discussion Group – 3rd Thursday of month, 7 PM, Maryland Office
Parents of Adopted Adolescents/ High School Teens (13–18) – 1st Tues. of month, 7 PM, Maryland Office
Parents of Adopted Young Adults (18+) – 2nd Tuesday of month, 7 PM, Maryland Office

Barker accepts donations made through CFC (38308) and United Way (8806). Please send a copy of your completed pledge
form to Barker’s MD office, so that we can recognize your gift. Thank you!

non-profit
indicia to be
added
7979 Old Georgetown Road
First Floor
Bethesda, MD 20814
301-664-9664
www.barkeradoptionfoundation.org

